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This invention relates in general to building construc 
tion and, more particularly, to wall constructions and 
concrete contraction joints therefor. 
An object of the present invention is to provide a con 

traction joint member for concrete walls which effectively‘ 
prevents the development of cracks in relatively thin 
Walls, and obviates the necessity of reinforcing the con 
crete with steel members or providing unsightly spaced 
openings therein. 
Another object is to provide a ?exible contraction 

joint member for concrete walls mounted on a retainer 
readily securable to a lath, and having integral portions 
for keying of the concrete adjacent thereto. 
A further object is to provide a ?exible contraction 

joint member which is compressible for accommodating 
expansion of the concrete without the formation of cracks 
therein and being provided with tapered surface portions 
for sliding movement thereacross of the concrete during 
contraction and expansion. 

It is an additional object of the present invention to 
provide a contraction joint member for concrete walls 
which may be economically manufactured, which is 
readily installable, and which is durable and reliable in 
usage. 

It is a still further object of this invention to provide 
' a load-bearing wall construction incorporating spaced 
studs comprised of a pair of joined channels which are 
partially embedded in concrete whereby a rigid structure 
is provided. 

These and other detailed objects are obtained by the 
structure illustrated in the accompanying drawing in 
which: 

Figure 1 is a perspective, partially broken-away view 
of a wall constructed in accordance with and embodying 
the present invention. 

Figure 2 is a horizontal transverse section taken on 
the line 2--2 of Figure 1. 

Figure 3 is an exploded, partial perspective view of the 
, contraction joint member and the retainer therefor. 

Referring now to the drawing which illustrates a pre 
ferred embodiment of the present invention, A designates 
a load-bearing wall comprising an elongated base plate 
(not shown) preferably of channel shape, for receiving 
therein the lower ends of a plurality of spaced, vertical 
studs or uprights 2 which may be suitably secured to 
said plate. Studs 2 are of composite character being 
comprised of a pair of metallic channel members 3 dis 
posed in web to web relation and weldedly secured to 
gether to provide a generally I-shape cross section to 
studs 2 with the ?ange portions 4, 5, extending length 
wise of the base plate. Attached, as by conventional 
clips (not shown), to the ?anges 4 on the normally in 
wardly directed side of studs 2 is a Rocklath 6, the inner 
surface of which is covered with foil 7 for insulation. 
Applied to the outer face of Rocklath 6 is a ?nishing 
coating of plaster 8. 
On the opposite ?anges 5 of studs 2 there is secured, 

in any approved manner, an expanded metal lath 9. 
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Sprayed or otherwise applied to the inner face of metal 
lath 9 is a concrete wall 10, such as of perlite ‘and Port 
land cement, which embraces studs 2 to a point beyond 
the center line thereof, thereby rigidifying wall A for 
load bearing. The space between the inner face of 
Rocklath 6 and concrete wall 10 is left open to provide 
an air space for insulation purposes. 

Engaged, as by nails, wires, or the like, upon the outer 
face of metal lath 9 are narrow, rigid, strip-forming re 
tainers 12, preferably of metal, for ?exible strip mem 
bers 13. Retainers 12 are presented in vertical and 
horizontal disposition upon metal lath 9 so as, in con 
junction with strip member 13, to de?ne generally square 
or rectangular sections which may have an area of one 
hundred square feet (100 sq. ft.). 
concrete 14 is applied by hand upon the outer face of 
metal lath 9, and is thus divided into a plurality of panels 
15 by the sections delineated by retainers 12, and strip 
members 13. 

Retainers 12 comprise a base web 16 which, at its 
opposite edges, is bent upon itself to form sections 17, 

- 17', in ?atwise disposition upon web 16; said sections 1.7, 
17’, being turned outwardly in their adjacent portions to 
provide spaced parallel ?anges 18, 18’, respectively in 
normal relation to web 16 and de?ning a narrow slot or 
groove 19 therebetween. Aligned apertures 26 may be 
punched in web 16 and sections 17, 17', for extension 
therethrough of fastening members. 

Strip members 13 being fabricated, as by extrusion, 
of a resilient and compressible material, such as rubber 
or a suitable plastic, comprises a relatively thin, ?at body 
portion for reception edgewise within slot 19 of retainer 
12, the horizontal axis of said strip members 13 being 
normal to the plane of the lath 9. integrally formed 
with, and projecting from the opposite sides of each strip 
member 13 are keys 21, 22, which extend the length of 
members 13, and are offset with respect to each other, 
and are disposed in relative adjacency to the inner or 
retaining edge of said members 13. Each key 21, 22, is 
of like cross section being each provided with side faces 
23, 24, which ?are outwardly from the body of strip 13 
and terminate at a relatively wide outer end surface 25,‘ 
the plane of which is parallel to that of the associated 
strip member 13. 
As may best be seen in Figures 1 and 2, keys 21, 22, 

will be embedded within the edge portions of the adjacent 
concrete panels 15, with the same being thus keyed there 
to. As the concrete contracts, as upon setting and dur~ 
ing low temperature conditions, each panel 15 thereof 
will tend to pull inwardly away from the strip members 
13 bordering same, and slide, as it were, along the in 
clined side faces 23, 24, of keys 21, 22, toward the outer 
end surface 25. The relatively enlarged outer end sur 
faces 25 of keys 21, 22, will be retainingly engaged in 
the contracting cement. No shrinkage cracks will form 
within panels 15 since the cracks or openings will be 
con?ned at the joints formed by strip members 13, where 
fore throughout their life, panels 15 will remain unblem 
ished. by unsightly cracks. Under elevated temperatures 
the cement panels 15 will expand whereby the same will 
tend to spread outwardly at their margins toward the 

. surrounding strip members 13. The concrete in expand~ 

65 

ing will slide along tapered side faces 23, 24, of keys 21, 
22, and against the body of strip members 13 which will 
compress to accommodate the force of expansion. The 
?exibility of strip members 13 will permit same to bend 

- or be distorted out of vertical or horizontal alignment, 

70 

as the case may be, under the pressure of the expanding 
concrete, whereby expansion cracks will be prevented 
from developing. 

In completion of wall vA, a top plate 26, ‘being prefer 
ably of channel form, is suitably mounted upon the upper 

An exterior wall of. 
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ends of studs 2. Thus, in view of the foregoing, it will 
be seen that strip members 13 are adapted for inexpen 
sive production and may be readily installed for use. 
It has been found that with concrete panels of one inch 
(1") thickness, the strip members 13 effectively prevent 
the formation of cracks within the body of such panels. 
Before the present invention, no effective means for pre 
venting cracks in thin walls had ever been utilized with 
out the provision of steel reinforcing rods. 
The details of construction can be varied without de 

parting from the spirit of the invention and the exclusive 
use of those modi?cations coming within the scope of 
the claims contemplated. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A wall construction comprising a plurality of spaced 

apart vertical studs, said studs each comprising a pair of 
channel members rigidly secured together with ?anges 
presented laterally, a lath mounted on one lateral ?ange 
of said studs, a plaster coating applied to the outer face 
of said lath, a metal lath mounted on the opposite ?ange 
of said studs, a wall ‘of concrete applied to the inner 
surface of said metal lath and embedding the studs to 
a point beyond the vertical center line thereof, said ?rst 
named lath and concrete wall being separated to de?ne 
an air space, contraction joint members provided on the 
outer face of said metal lath, each joint member com 
prising an outwardly opening retaining strip secured to 
the metal lath and a ?exible strip maintained by the 
retaining strip and projecting outwardly therebeyond for 
delimiting With the other of the joint members a plu 
rality of aligned wall sections, and a relatively thin layer 
of concrete applied to the outer face of said metal lath 
and assuming panel form in said sections. 

2. A wall construction as described in claim 1 wherein 
the retaining strips secured to the metal lath are rigid, 
and the ?exible strip members mounted on said retain 
ing strips are resilient and provided with key portions 
engaging the thin outer layer of concrete. 

3. For use with vertical, multi-panel concrete wall 
constructions, the combination of a lath, and a contraction 
joint assembly comprising an elongated, rigid retaining 
strip secured upon the lath and having a narrow, out 
wardly directed groove, and an elastic, cooperating 
member having a ?at body portion with side faces and 
end edges, said cooperating member being received edge 
wise in the retaining strip groove for extension outwardly 
from the lath, a key projecting from each side face of 
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the body portion of said cooperating member, each key 
having side walls which ?are toward their ends remote 
from the related side face of the body portion thereby 
providing an outer end surface in parallel relation planar 
wise with the adjacent side face of said cooperating 
member, said key side walls being mutually spaced 
farther apart at their outer ends than at their inner ends. 

4. For use. with vertical, multi-panel concrete wall 
’ constructions, the combination of a lath, and a contrac 
tion joint assembly comprising an elongated, rigid retain 
ing strip secured upon the lath and having a narrow, 
outwardly directed groove, and an elastic, elongated 
cooperating member having a ?at body portion with side 
faces‘and end edges, said cooperating member being 
grippingly received edgewise in the retaining strip groove 
for extension outwardly from the lath, a key projecting 
from each side face of the body portion of said coop 
erating member, said keys being offset from each other 
and relatively proximate the retaining strip, each key 
extending the length of the body portion of the cooperat 
ing member and having side walls which ?are toward 
their portions remote from the associated side face of 
the cooperating member and an outer end surface in 
parallel relation planarwise to the said associated side 
face of the cooperating member, said key side walls 
being farther apart at their outer ends than at their 
inner ends. 
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